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  Criteria 
Yes, No, N/A, Unsure, 

or another response 

1. It is possible to trace the owner/s of the educational institution.  

2. It is possible to trace the author of course materials such as the 

course syllabus and lecture slides. 

 

3. The educational institution publishes a copy of its organizational 

charter and institutional objectives. 

 

4. Educational institution trades its shares on the stock exchange.  

5. The institution uses fear to promote teaching content.  

6. The institution rewards students who promote its curricula.  

7. The institution uses propaganda to promote teaching content.  

8. Teaching material blatantly promotes falsities or exaggerations.  

9. Teaching material omits information that is relevant.  

10. Teachers may express opinions in public domains about their 

profession without fear of censure by their employer. 

 

11. School staff are permitted to join an employee union.  

12. School staff use authoritarian communication tones.  

13. Application acceptance procedures are transparent.  

14. Assessment procedures are transparent and may be appealed.  

15. Instructors overtly or covertly promote critical-thinking.  

16. Institution permits free-speech and alternative views.  

17. Teaching materials contain a hidden curriculum.  

18. Pedagogical practices aim to empower students.  
 

 

Please freely interpret and weight your responses to each criteria as appropriate to the context. 
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Part 1  Curriculum Terminologies        
 

 

This book is about indoctrination activities that exists in certain educational settings. The 

problematization of the such pedagogical practices is contested. I welcome this controversy. May 

you freely decide if you believe that indoctrination is never, sometimes or always welcome in 

teaching and learning environments such as curriculum design and classroom instruction. Your 

opinion on this matter may vary by contexts such as the case studies that I explore in this book. 

 

This book analyzes mainstream and alternative educational scenes. Analysis is limited to English 

language literature. Discussions invariably explore both sides of dominant arguments that frame 

competing standpoints. I sometimes explore ‘third way’ views that may bridge polemic debates.  

 

Discussions aim to adopt a universal, culture-neutral perspective. May readers constantly assess 

these claims and others in this book and freely form their own observations based on factors 

such as their life experiences and independent research.  

 

This book contains three mains parts. The opening sections defines key terms and classifies 

educational contexts. It next explores pedagogical philosophies and educational research 

methods. The second part explores six dimensions of indoctrination theory in this order: Truth, 

Teachers, Tone, Transparency, Thinkers and Triumph. The final part concludes discussion.  

 

Most case studies center on higher education institutes. The principles discussed in all case 

studies may be generalizable to other levels of education to varying degrees in certain contexts. 
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Principles 

 

This section explores three terms in teaching and learning theory and practice: education, 

curriculum, syllabus, pedagogics and indoctrination.   

 

The Random House Dictionary (2019b) defines the noun ‘education’ as: 

 

1. the act or process of imparting or acquiring general knowledge, developing the powers 

of reasoning and judgment, and generally of preparing oneself or others intellectually 

for mature life. 

2. the act or process of imparting or acquiring particular knowledge or skills, as for a 

profession. 

3. a degree, level, or kind of schooling: a university education. 

4. the result produced by instruction, training, or study: to show one's education. 

5. the science or art of teaching; pedagogics. 

 

 

Some people use the nouns ‘syllabus’ and ‘curriculum’ as perfect synonyms. This use of 

educational terminology is not technically correct. A ‘syllabus’ is a component of a specific 

curriculum. The noun ‘curriculum’ refers to the complete design of an educational program.  

 

A program may relate to a brief educational encounter. A one-off lecture seminar on American 

History coordinated by a municipal museum is an example. A program may be a semester unit of 

study such as American History 101 taught at a community college. A program may refer to a 

long-term structured course. For example, the mandatory units that comprise a Bachelor of Arts 

Degree taught at a global university may be labelled as an education program in certain contexts. 
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A syllabus may refer to a document that summarizes the main elements of a specific program of 

study such as American History 101. This document may contain essential information such as:  

 

1. The name and contact details of the Lecturer-in-Charge; 

2. A description of the academic objectives of the unit of study; 

3. Details of the core text books and supporting academic readings; 

4. The title and dates of each lecture to be delivered during the semester; 

5. Full descriptions of the assessment questions and submission guidelines. 

 

The curriculum includes pedagogical information beyond the syllabus document. Examples are: 

 

1. Course preparation notes recorded by professors who designed American History 101 

that document the instructor’s theoretical approaches and the subject’s objectives; 
 

2. Research and PowerPoint slides prepared by the Lecturer that support each seminar; 

 

3. Formative and summative feedback provided to students on their assessments.  

 

Figure 1 is an example of a syllabus for the subject titled “Foundations of American History”. This 

unit was taught at Suffolk County Community College in 2016 (AHA, 2019). 

 

 
 

The full web address of this online syllabus is available in the references section of this book. 
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Contexts 

 

The constructive outcomes and controversies that are associated with an educational program 

may vary widely by context. Please consider these parameters shown in Table 2. This matrix 

contrasts selected aspects of the curriculum for two contemporary postsecondary courses.  

 

Table 2: Comparing educational contexts 

 

 

Context 
 

Foundations of  
American History 

 

Basic Leadership Course:  
Changing Paradigms 

 
 

Students 
 

Civilians 
 

Enlisted soldiers 

 

Institution 
 

Suffolk County Community College, 
SUNY System 

 

United States Army  
Sergeants Major Academy 

 
 

Institution type 
 

Public University 
 

United States Military College 

 

Date 
 

2016 
 

2019 

 

Location 
 

New York City, USA 
 

Texas, USA 

 

Instructor 
 

Dr. Sarah Grunder 
 

Uniformed military instructors 

 

Course type 
 

Associates Degree 
 

Certificate of Completion 
 

 
 

Assessments 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Includes two in-class exams that are 
overseen by invigilators. 

 

No in-class exams that are  
subject to invigilator conditions. 

 

The syllabi may be accessed via the link in the references section of this document. An image 

from the syllabus on this military college’s website appears in Annex 2. Figure 2 on page 6 is a 

hierarchy diagram that offers a logical way to summarize main context parameters that may 

influence the experience of participants who engage a program of study in university settings. 
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These images contrast modern education contexts in the same nation. Note differences in ages, 

dress code, gender mix, class dynamcis and the body language of the students in each context. 

 

Figure 2: Category Archives: Sergeants Major Course (2016) 

 
 

United States Army Sergeants Major Academy (2016) 

 

Figure 3: Suffolk County Community College 

 

Suffolk County Community College (2019) 
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The prime funding sources of academic institutions are a popular way to categorize schools. 

Funders may exert varying degrees of influence over curriculum design and delivery. For example, 

national governments invariably allocate extra project funding grants to post-secondary 

institutes whose research agendas align with national interest priorities.  

 

The public versus private classification system reflects the reality that not-for-profit and for-profit 

academic institutes tend to make decisions based on their revenue earning charter. Publicly listed 

private universities have an obligation to place the interests of their shareholders as the prime 

or co-equal priority when devising and implementing operational policies.  

 

The secular versus non-secular distinction is relevant as this matter is defined in the regulations 

and constitutions that government academic institutes. Per the First Amendment of America’s 

Constitution, public agencies cannot discriminate against a person or entity based on religious 

distinctions. In contrast to this situation, faith-based academies must perpetually respect their 

religious mandate when planning and actioning administrative and curriculum matters. 

 

The classification system shown in Figure 4 translates to virtually all educational institutions to 

varying degrees. This may depend on context factors such as the country where the school 

conducts business and the jurisdiction/s that regulate this region. May you reflect on Figure 4 

and mentally visualize the ways that this model translates to case studies of interest.  This model 

may be useful for gauging the level of indoctrination that exists in a curriculum or campus culture.
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Indoctrination  

 

The Oxford Dictionary (2019) defines the verb ‘indoctrinate’ verbatim, per the definition below. 

This definition volunteers an applied illustration example shown in single quotation marks: 

 

Teach (a person or group) to accept a set of beliefs uncritically. 
 

‘broadcasting was a vehicle for indoctrinating the masses’. 

 

I encourage free-thinking readers to consult other dictionaries, thesauruses and scholarly sources 

to derive or reaffirm their understanding of the Oxford Dictionary shown above. A deconstruction 

of this simple definition reveals four core components: 

 

1. Information is taught by a source such as a teacher, book or government agency; 

2. There are one or more recipients of the information taught; 

3. A set of beliefs are imparted; 

4. The information is a given – critical-thinking and alternative views are not promoted. 

 

I challenge point 3. I argue that indoctrination can involve transfer of one belief. This claim may 

be clear via illustration. Imagine that a fictitious school named “Pluto Astronomy College” 

administers an overt critical-thinking curriculum for all courses. This college’s motto is “Pluto is 

the center of the universe”. This motto appears on the college logo in the national language on 

all stationery and course materials. This single repetitious communication of a claimed fact is 

likely a clear-cut case of indoctrination. If this college insisted that a belief in this motto was a 

condition of enrolment, this single message would be overt indoctrination – in my opinion. 
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Case study Profits before pedagogy 

 

The University of Sydney is often accused of being a cash-greedy, corrupt, easy university (e.g. 

SMH, 2005; Visentin, 2015). This university ostracizes academics who exercise free speech (e.g. 

Falkenstein, 2015; Baker, 2019) and expose internal corruption1 (e.g. Wang & Rahman, 2018).  

 

The University of Sydney attracts more criticism from media than other universities in New South 

Wales. This University has been ranked #1 in more league indexes since its foundation in 1850 

than local competitors. Social commentators argue that this public entity has a moral obligation 

to offer Australian citizens equal access to its prestigious courses regardless of their social class. 

 Li (2016) 

The University of Sydney is often criticized for offering bonus points to local applicants who do 

not achieve merit ‘ATAR’ admission points and can afford a premium fee place  (e.g. Li, 2016).  

                                                           
1 This university is the global marketing face of the IELTS human trafficking crime racket. See www.ielts.agency .       
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Terminologies 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 2  Curriculum Tenets        

 

This chapter examines four interrelated philosophical dimensions of curriculum design and 

curriculum delivery.  These dimensions are: power, ideology, dichotomies and hierarchies.  

 

There are numerous delivery modes that teachers can employ to engage with students beyond 

the illustration examples discussed in the prior chapter. These examples include: 

 

 The one teacher one student tutoring model, e.g., via face-to-face and Skype meetings; 

 The dissemination of printed course programs such as postal correspondence education; 

 The distribution of campus newsletters via mass e-mail campaigns; 

 Purposefully embedding subliminal messages in mainstream cultural media; 

 Residential programs that use group meetings to exchange ideas among participants. 

 

The formats listed above may be used by instructors and educational leaders to freely impart 

factual knowledge or to indoctrinate others. This principle is true for most instructional formats, 

i.e., most methods are not automatically associated with bona fide education or indoctrination.  

 

The verb indoctrination has a strong negative connotation. It is sometimes equated with verbs 

such as ‘brainwashing’ and ‘mind-control’. It is possible for an educator to indoctrinate pupils 

with accurate information. For example, they may not share critical-thinking interpretations so 

that pupils are not led to consider false alternatives which may waste time and resources. Some 

Indoctrination practices that pursue sinister purposes may have no redeemable properties. The 

use of MK Ultra mind-control and torture to totally neutralize a person’s free will are examples. 
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Power 

 

Educational institutions have long been sites where elites and those excluded from privileged 

groups defend and contest social structures that disadvantage those on the margins (Giroux and 

Penna 1979). Teaching and learning institutions are a key power structure. They control the 

curriculum, which defines what knowledge is legitimate. Furthermore, they exert control over 

pedagogical practices which legitimize the ways that the curriculum may be delivered. 

 

In most nations, the state apparatus, the government, exerts the most influence over national 

and provincial jurisdictions. This includes bureaucratic institutions such as the Department of 

Defense, the Justice system and the Ministry of Education. In secular nations such as Canada, 

national and regional laws and policies that regulate educational institutions generally do not 

distinguish between religious institutes, such as Bible Colleges, and mainstream secular post-

secondary institutes. This situation contrasts with religious republics, such as the Islamic Republic 

or Iran. The Iranian Government does not fund educational institutions that are deeply critical of 

Shiite Islam. It also does not permit its university professors to freely publish information that is 

strongly critical of the Supreme Religious Council that governs the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

 

There are many domains of power at national and community levels beyond political institutions 

such as congress. These spheres of influence include economic bodies and social institutions such 

as the family. Other realms include cultural centers such as art galleries. The military and religion 

are all-powerful domains that feature prominently in case studies in this book. The teachings of 

certain religious schools have a strong association with ideological doctrines. 
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Ideology 

 

According to the Collins Dictionary (2019), 

  

An ideology is a set of beliefs, especially the political beliefs on which people, 

parties, or countries base their actions. [Example] ...capitalist ideology. 

 

Personal and collective ideologies transform most/all realms of society. These spheres include 

areas such as social, cultural, political, economic and military domains.  

 

Some persons and collectives argue that the nation’s armed forces have a perpetual duty to place 

the protection of their home nation before the interests of other sovereign jurisdictions. Others 

argue that the nation’s military should always prioritize the stabilization of world affairs and the 

defense of the homeland is secondary. Supporting transnational peacekeeping forces is an 

example of a way that a national military force can support global peace and security. 

 

A compromise opinion may state that both arguments about the core purpose of the military are 

valid depending on the context. The need to defend the homeland is the imperative when the 

homeland faces invasion during a period of global peacetime and no other national military force 

will aid the defense of their country. Subscribes of this may view believe that the nation’s armed 

forces long-term objective should aim to work collaboratively with other nation’s military forces. 

 

The remainder of this book repeatedly illustrates that there are at least four views on most 

ideological standpoints. Polemic binary debates tend to dominate ideological public discussions.  
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Dichotomies 

 

According to the Macmillan Dictionary (2019) a dichotomy is “a difference between two opposite 

things or ideas”. The word prefix ‘di’ means double, twice, two or split. The adjective ‘opposite’ 

is integral to the notion of ideological dichotomies. Please consider these ClipArt images. 

 

 
 

Throughout history, the viewpoints of individuals and institutions have frequently chosen one of 

two competing sides of debates that concern social, cultural, political, economic and military 

affairs. The dominance of two major political parties has been widely observed in Western 

nations over the past century. Please consider these Western examples: 

 

 The Labor Party and the Liberal Party in Australia. 
 The Tory Party and the Labor Party in the United Kingdom. 
 The Republican Party and the Democratic Party in the USA. 

 

The diagram overleaf synthesizes an original model that shows how multiple arguments exist in 

the public domain regarding the objective of prison administration policy. This diagram explores 

this famed public policy question “what is the role of prisons in the justice system?”. A blank copy 

of the non-dichotomies template appears in Annex 1 on page 69. 
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Figure 7: What is the role of prisons in the justice system? 
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Hierarchies 

 

Many social scientists and social commentators argue that most education systems and 

campuses are a microcosm of society at-large. This may vary by contexts such as time, place and 

public versus private education systems. Figures 8 and 9 overleaf are a simplistic comparison of 

a ‘typical’ urban public high school in Western nations such as America and Canada. 

 

The middle part of both diagrams depicts that ways that high school and college buildings are 

dedicated to specialist occupations. This specialization is typical of the ways that most people are 

trained to worked in a narrow set of similar occupations throughout their working lives. The word 

‘occupation’ is all-revealing. Their literal role aims to occupy a large chunk of a person’s adult life. 

 

Commerce and medicalization of life is a reality in most contexts. Most communities, large 

workplaces and large schools have First Aid/nursing facilities, cafeterias and vending machines.  

Digital surveillance systems capture human interaction in most indoor and outdoor public spaces. 

 

School public address media and alarms are comparable to communications systems in factories. 

They micro-manages people’s work time and breaks. The role of the school purposefully aims to 

groom obedient pupils to obey social structures that govern society at-large. 

 

The comparative diagrams overleaf aim to foster discussion and reflection among readers. May 

you freely decide the extent that you agree with these comparisons based on life experiences. 
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  Fig 8 
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  Fig 9 
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Case study Free Education in Germany 

 

Tuition for public university courses in Germany is virtually free for most German citizens and 

other foreign nationals who can satisfy minimum German language admissions standards. At 

most German universities, students are required to pay an annual campus administration fee of 

around 300 euros that covers non-teaching related services such as the student union. 

 

Free public university courses are not massively popular among voting-age citizens. Most voters 

who do not support the policy argue that nothing in life is free. Free public university courses are 

subsidized by taxpayers. They argue that much of these taxes could be spent on more important 

things like hospital surgery waiting lists as opposed to ‘luxury’ courses such as creative arts. On 

the other hand, supporters of free education argue that investment in education underpins long 

term economic growth. It also ensures that students do not graduate with heavy debt burdens. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Tenets 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 3  Curriculum Tools        

 

This chapter explores seven ways that an education program or system may indoctrinate 

students and others who engage in this domain such as teachers, parents and other stakeholders.  

 

The tools that I explore in this order are: law, fear, bribery, propaganda, lies, exaggeration and 

omission. These indoctrination approaches are not mutually exclusive. They may be used to 

deliver a short course or a comprehensive educational system. For example, some authoritarian 

governments mandate that religious education must be taught in schools and only the national 

religion may be taught. They may use the fear of prosecution and imprisonment to ensure that 

school leaders comply. They may offer generous scholarships, i.e. bribes, to coax students to 

undertake additional voluntary religious studies courses beyond the core curriculum.  

 

Arguments put forward in this section center on the two dominant debates, per the non-

dichotomy model shown in Figure 7. I welcome people to use the blank non-dichotomy template 

shown in Figure 7 to freely locate and explore middle arguments and alternative arguments.  

 

The second section of this book, Chapters 5 to 9 examines the ways that these seven tools are 

used by curriculum planners and frontline educators to manage a system that indoctrinates 

students or purposefully avoids indoctrinating pupils as a matter of principle. 
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Law 

 

Governments and other authorities may use bureaucratic frameworks to indoctrinate students. 

They may also use the same framework to mandate that educational content and systems must 

not indoctrinate students in any context or narrowly defined contexts, such as public schools.  

 

The law is arguably the most powerful tool analyzed in this section. The justice system is 

empowered with multiple penalties that courts may impose on those who violate laws of the 

land. Examples of punishments includes fines, criminal convictions and imprisonment. 

 

The Government of Alaska’s (2019) Teachers Code states that public school teachers “may not 

deliberately distort suppress, or deny access to curricular materials or educational information 

in order to promote the personal view, interest, or goal of the educator” .  

Figure 11 

Alaska Department of Education – Professional Code of Ethics 

 

 

Teachers who violate this code may be suspended, fired or prosecuted if their act is criminal.  
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Fear 

 

Educators and educational leaders may impart messages of fear to indoctrinate students. They 

may also willfully act to ensure that fear is never used in their educational content and systems 

to indoctrinate students. Fear may be promoted via educational content or school policy. 

 

After school detention policy is an example of a fear-based intervention that aims to ensure that 

students conform to their institution’s rules. This is an example of indoctrination that may extend 

beyond content taught in classrooms. Detention forces unruly students to submit to the school 

system. School detention regimes may strive to mirror society’s prison punishment system. 

  

Figure 12 is an example of a statutory school board policy that justifies the authorization of 

suspension as a legitimate form of student punishment (Rhode Island Government, 2019). 

 

 

Detention may groom students to obey broader social norms as adults (Miguel & Gargano, 2017). 
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Bribery 

 

Bribery in the education system may function as a positive incentive. It may be regarded as the 

inverse of the fear-punishment system, such as the school  detention example on the prior page.  

 

Bribery extends beyond cash gifts. Benefits may be offered to students, teachers, educational 

managers and stakeholders such as publishers that author school texts books. Examples include: 

 

 Prestigious awards and medals offered to education superintendents who administer 

education policy and reforms in their region at the fastest pace; 
 

 Senior corporate and government appointments offered to academics and book 

publishers who write flattering ‘critiques’ of government education policy. 

 
 

 

Figure 13 above is an illustration of academic awards bequeathed to students. Such prizes may 

mirror the benefits gifted to adults who are best at mirroring the rules of society-at-large. 
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Propaganda 

 

The Cambridge Dictionary (2019), defines ‘propaganda’ as “information or ideas that are spread 

by an organized group or government to influence people’s opinions, esp. [sic] [especially] by not 

giving all the facts or by secretly emphasizing only one way of looking at the facts.” 

 

Propaganda may be spread via three main mediums: oral speech, written text and images such 

as poster art and motion cinema. Spoken lectures, school texts and educational documentaries 

are pedagogical examples of each media. Figure 14 is an example of public art (Horsey, c. 2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art propaganda appeals primarily to a person’s emotions as opposed to their logic and reasoning 

skills. This opinion is contested. May you freely draw your own conclusions on this matter.  
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Lies and exaggeration 

 

The dissemination of mistruths in education contexts is mostly associated with indoctrination. A 

person may spread deception willfully or inadvertently.  Sometimes educators unwittingly spread 

inaccurate information because certain false information is included in curricula as fact. 

 

Law Scholar Martha Vazquez (2018) claims that Poland’s Holocaust Denial Laws are an example 

of legislation that may seriously undermine academic free speech. Figure 15 captures this claim. 

 

 

The full text of the article above is available via the link in the references section of this book. 

 

 

Laws that prevent free discussion on certain topics, and do not exempt academic research and 

discussion forums, are an exceptional example of how false information can be upheld as fact by 

stealth. It is exceptionally difficult to ascertain the nature and degree of truth when free speech 

is universally stifled. For example, it is possible that the Holocaust is a historical fact. However, 

the number of executions may be slightly or grossly exaggerated in official government accounts 

cited by historians. Free academic research can support or correct the dominant narrative. 
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Omissions 

The deliberate exclusion of relevant information can mislead others from knowing the true 

nature of social and scientific facts. In extreme cases, purposeful omission is almost tantamount 

to lying, even if it does not technically fit the definition of lying.  

 

Consider this theoretical example. A scientific researcher advises the Food and Drug 

Administration panel that “this new fat burning drug was tested on 30 women, and no women in 

clinical trials demonstrated adverse reactions”. This scientists volunteers no more information 

about adverse reactions to this panel. This scientist does not mention that the drug recorded 

adverse effects in all 30 boys, 30 girls and 30 men who sampled the drug during clinical trials.  

        

Figure 16 above shows how selective editing of the same photo can distort attendance figures at 

a sports event by purposefully excluding images that show where most spectators sat. 
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Case study  School ranking tables 

 

Government league tables are an example of education policy that may deliver positive, negative 

or mixed benefits – depending on context.  Indoctrination aspects of this policy may be influenced 

by law, fear, propaganda and lies. Figure 17 is a high school league ranking example from Britain. 

 
 

Mandatory school league ranking tables are enforced by law and policy. They may unfairly push 

educational leaders and staff to go beyond their normal paid duties in order to avoid being 

shamed from a low ranking. The data published may be a form of propaganda in certain contexts. 

Ranking formulae may use subjective data and may be manufactured to create fake 

predetermined results that favor institutions that drive the government’s intended social order.  

 

On the other hand, rankings may encourage students and educators to take pride in their school’s 

reputation. This may foster social benefits as participants strive to realize academic excellence. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Tools 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 4  Curriculum Theory        

 

The author of this book constantly applies critical-thinking and graduate level research 

methodologies to draw inferences. He triangulates multiple data sources and multiple methods 

to validate findings. My analysis eliminates the influence of known contaminated data such as 

false information, misleading statements, bias and errors. 

 

Mention of these basic research methods principles above aims to guide critical-thinkers who 

conduct their own research. Whether you agree with the research methodologies and 

conclusions drawn in this document are of secondary importance. The primary objective of this 

book seeks to empower individuals and collectives to conduct free-willed, rigorous research by 

critically evaluating multiple quality, relevant materials that relate to known and suspected facts 

about education systems, curricula, academic free speech and indoctrination. 

 

Table 3 overleaf offers an introduction to sound research methodologies. It explains how critical 

researchers can successfully use this information to evaluate the reliability of original primary 

source data such as official government policy documents and interviews with eyewitnesses 

whose legitimacy is established. Original evidence is usually more accurate than secondary data.  

 

An example of secondary data are media articles (e.g. Figure 26) and non-fiction books that 

report research about government education policy documents. Where possible, researchers 

should confirm the existence and accuracy of all primary and secondary evidence cited by others. 
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Table 3: Critical-thinking – Questioning data sources 

 

        Data principle 
 

Explanation, example and suggested course-of-action 

 

1. 
 

Bias 
 
Sources that are known or suspected to be influenced by a conflict-of-interest 
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution. 
 
Example: The principal at a local religious school recommends that students 
purchase a newly published book about modern religion studies by Richie 
Goodie Publishers Inc. This principal does not inform students or parents that 
the school receives 20% commission on each sale from the author. 
 
Critical-thinkers should question if this recommendation undermines the 
validity of that book’s content. The seller aims to maximize sales revenue. 
 

 
2. 

 
Errors 
 
(accidental) 

 
Data sources that are influenced by factual errors in content and opinions 
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution. 
 
Example:  The errata section on a school text book states that “this book 
contains a small number research errors that are not the publisher’s fault.” 
 
Critical-thinkers should consult a range of other sources to verify the accuracy 
of that book, as the errata section does not identify each error specifically. 
 

 
3. 

 
Falsities 
 
(deliberate) 
 

  
Data sources that are influenced by incorrect/fake content and opinions 
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution. 
 
A public speaker issues a notice declaring that some material they presented 
at global conferences was fake and motivated by a desire to become famous. 
 
Critical-thinkers should consider the net benefits to be gained from ignoring 
all advice offered by that speaker. If a person admits to multiple deceptions, 
it may be difficult to know what statements they made were true or false. 
 

 

4. 
 

Misleading 
 
Data sources that are influenced by misleading content should be ignored or 
analyzed with extreme caution. 
 
Example: A school leader informs their congregation that most councilors 
approved the school’s new dress code via a ballot. He does not inform his 
people that he successfully pressured known dissenters of the policy to 
boycott the council resolution. These dissenters were the majority. This dress 
code is gendered and aims to replicate corporate executive dress codes. 
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Facts  

 

A core goal claimed by teaching institutions is the desire to disseminate facts. According to 

Roget’s Thesaurus (2013), the noun ‘facts’ is synonymous with the 20 words shown in Figure 18 

below. Nuanced meanings may vary by context, such as the intentions of the speaker and writer. 

 

Figure 18:   

Synonyms of the noun ‘facts’ 

 

 
 

The notion of ‘facts’ is notoriously difficult to define for numerous reasons. A core problem that 

undermines the confirmation of facts is the existence of false information. The issue of multiple 

possible truths is likewise a challenge in cases where the matter of interest is imperfectly defined. 

 

False information 

 

The existence and dissemination of incorrect data is a fact of life. Sometimes acts are deliberate 

and sometimes they are accidental. For example, a private tutor with early onset Alzheimer’s 

Disease may accidentally inform their grandchildren that Krypton is the 17th element of the 

periodic table. This is false. This Noble Gas is the 36th element of the Periodic Table of Elements. 
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Descriptive facts 

 

Please consider this illustration dialogue between Ed and Bertie.  
 

Bertie:  Ed, I don’t know if I can trust you anymore. In the two weeks that I have been 

living with you, I have overhead you tell numerous different people that your 

manager at work has four different first names: Adam, Rose, Johan and Roxanne.  
 

Ed:  I can see why you are confused. Those first names are all correct. 
 

Bertie:  Oh dear. You sound like a total liar!   

 

 

Ed has four work managers, according to his definition, which varies by discussion context. 

 

Adam:  Ed’s first line manager – the Head of the English Faculty at the High School. 
 

Rose:  The school’s Deputy Principal who Ed reports to when Adam is on leave. 
 

Johan:  Ed’s second manager – Ed teaches 20% of his time in the History Faculty. 
 

Roxanne: Head of the night college where Ed sometimes offers exam preparation classes. 
 

 

 

Ed’s details above are a possible scenario. Relatively few people in the education system have 

four managers at the same time in their career. This illustration highlights the need for diligent 

scholars to scrutinize language with purpose to extract the most accurate information. If they 

query the name of the first line manager at the high school where Ed teaches, they may receive 

two answers – Adam or Johan. If they query the name of the head of the night college where Ed 

teaches part-time casual, they may receive only one answer – Roxanne.  
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Mathematics 

∞   ∏   ∑    ≤    ∕   −    ∆    ≈    ≠    ⅜    +    ≥ 

What is two plus two? Most people probably agree that the answer is four in text or 4 in numeral 

form. The sum 2+2 is also equal to 137 minus 133. It is also equal to (26*2)/13. Etcetera.  

 

Objectivity 

 

For many scientists and social scientists, mathematics is the foundation of facts. In the absence 

of corruption, such as human error or bias, mathematics is eternally correct. If I inform you that 

I have 33 American Dollars in my savings accounts, you can comprehend exactly what I mean. If 

I tell you that I have “a small amount of money” in my savings account, this statement is 

subjective. Savings of USD 33 may be a lot of money for a homeless person who resides in a 

developing nation. Savings of USD 33 may be a pittance for a billionaire net-worth entrepreneur. 

 

Subjectivity may be neutered by objectively quantifying vague or opinionated descriptions. It is 

vague to state that “most scientists agree that carbon dating records authenticate the Rosetta 

Stone as being dated from circa 196BC”. It is possible that only three forensic scientists physically 

examined these carbon dating samples and a slim majority of one agreed that the stone is 

authentic. Seasoned researchers and others with critical-thinking instincts may delve deeper 

beyond numbers, such as the three scientists illustration. For example, they may question the 

scientists’ qualifications, experience and biases. They may also  question the motives of university 

and government bureaucrats who are empowered to select so-called expert scientific panels. 
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Case study                   Pedagogical paradox, pupil’s paradise or something else? 

 

A principle taught in some teacher education courses is the notion of the ‘negotiated curriculum’. 

This theory is self-explanatory. Teachers and students negotiate the curriculum for a specific 

study program via consensus. Figure 19 is an open-access academic discussion illustration. 

 

 

A cynical, or possibly realistic interpretation of the ‘negotiated curriculum’ may posit that the 

term is an oxymoron. The teaching and learning environment by its nature elevates the teacher 

as ‘knower’ and imagines the student as ‘follower’. If a student can teach themselves, there is no 

need for an education system in that context. Hypothetical scenarios and observations indicate 

that there are limits to the negotiated curriculum. Few serious educational institutions would 

agree that students can write their own exam questions and select any core text.   

 

Supporters of this policy reject illustration examples cited above as extreme. They point  to the 

meaning of the verb ‘negotiate’.  This word is based on compromise, partial co-agreement and 

consensus. A negotiated curriculum does not aim to delegate all education decisions to students. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Theory 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 5  Curriculum Truth  

 

The previous chapter defines ‘truth’ in generic contexts. This chapter explores specific ways that 

education instructors may communicate truth or mistruth in frontline education settings. 

 

This brief chapter focuses on two specific types of false information – misinformation and 

disinformation. The concept of ‘false’ information and ‘lies’ are relatively straightforward.  If a 

teacher tells their students that Tokyo is the capital of France by error, this information is false. 

If a teacher deliberately tells students that Moscow is the capital of Canada, and they know that 

this information is false, then this information that they are conveying to their pupils is a lie. 

 

According to the Random House Dictionary (2019c), the noun misinformation means “false 

information that is spread, regardless of whether there is intent to mislead”. 

 

According  to the Random House Dictionary (2019a), disinformation means “deliberately 

misleading or biased information; manipulated narrative or facts; propaganda”. 

 

People who work in the education sector may impart false information knowingly or unwittingly.  

The discernment of these two scenarios are useful to critical-thinkers who wish to fairly evaluate 

the motives of those who design and deliver curricula. Diligent educators who communicate false 

information in error are not guilty of unethical or criminal behavior. Those who purposefully aim 

to mislead and deceive others may be unethical educators. Some may also be criminally liable. 
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Misinformation    

 

Prior to circa 2008, the advice given to medical students in certain universities that teach Western 

medicine concerning ‘Hormone Replacement Therapy’ (HRT) for menopausal women was 

different to guidelines offered by these universities’ medical schools beyond circa 2008. Over the 

past decade, multiple medical studies have linked HRT to cancer and heart disease. This is a very 

simplistic summary of developments in this specialist area of Women’s Health and Gynecology.  

 

Figure 20 is an illustration example that shows how Dr Roberto Leon MD changed his medical 

practice in this area partly based on groundbreaking medical research published in 2015. 

 

 

 

Medical teachers and medical officers who recommended different HRT treatments prior to circa 

2008 may have been genuinely misinformed about the nature and degree of the risks of HRT for 

certain women. This may have been based on lack of access to advanced research data. 

 

The author of this book is not a healthcare professional. It is extremely dangerous for any reader to rely on  
his very simplistic summary of this topic when making decisions about healthcare options. 
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Disinformation    

 

One of the classic debates in mainstream education curriculum concerns the supposedly 

irreconcilable polemic debate ‘Creationism or Darwinism’; my emphasis on the word ‘or’.  

 

According to Creationists, the Divine Creator constructed planet Earth and its living and non-living 

inhabitants. According to conventional physics and astronomy, the Earth was created in another 

way. Big Bang Theory posits that an explosion of some kind created the Universe and Earth 

billions of years ago. Lifeforms on Earth have evolved via Darwinian natural selection principles. 

Figure 21 is an image that parodies the mutual exclusivity of Creationism and Darwinian Theory. 

 

 
 

The apparent mutual exclusivity of Creationism and Darwinism causes many people on opposing 

camps to accuse the other side of willfully spreading disinformation to pursue a hidden agenda. 

Creationism is taught mainly in monotheistic religious schools as fact. Evolutionary Darwinism 

Theory is taught in secular schools. It is often delicately framed as one theory among others.  

 

This case study may be useful to review via the non-dichotomy template in Figure 7. A middle 

argument posits that Earth was divinely created and life evolved thereafter via natural selection.  
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Case study  Omission as concealment of truth 

 

Many prominent critics of public education systems note the virtual absence of an in-depth 

instruction in Civics Education in primary and secondary schools. Such courses were more 

detailed in content and duration during the last century in America. A report by Shapiro and 

Brown (2016) captures current trends in Civics Education in the United States of America. 

 

 

 

Civics courses examine aspects of citizenship rights. A study of the Constitution, legislation and 

case law that enshrine citizenship rights are popular topics. Civics courses may also teach the 

history of domestic political models such as democracy and republicanism models of governance. 

 

Detractors of Civics courses argue that they are often hijacked by education managers and 

teachers who twist their interpretive agenda. For example, they may promote political activism 

resistance. Teachers not qualified in legal studies may impart crude knowledge on legal matters.  
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Truth 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 6  Curriculum Teachers        

 

This chapter explores ways that education instructors may indoctrinate their students and others 

who are directly or indirectly exposed to their teaching practices such as parents who review 

their child’s homework. This chapter is not an attack of teachers and the teaching profession. 

Many honorable teachers refuse to engage in indoctrination teaching practices for any reward. 

 

Many teachers who indoctrinate students may not realize that they are doing so. The role of early 

career educators is to deliver the curriculum designed and administered by higher, powerful 

authorities such as state education boards, religious bodies and military colleges. Furthermore, 

it is naïve to assume that seasoned, senior career educators who work as employees 

automatically exert control over curriculum policies.  Senior educators may be able to voice an 

opinion in curriculum development staff forums. They can rarely leverage major changes over 

the curriculum administered by powerful bodies such as global churches and state universities. 

 

Compartmentalization 

 

Most frontline educators are not privy to the ideological principles that underpin curriculum 

design, especially in high-stakes settings such as public school systems and religious seminaries. 

To minimize staff disruptions, organized educational bodies may compartmentalize information 

about the history and full objectives of curriculum policy. Staff are told only what they need to 

know to discharge their functions. A school board superintendent may have far more access to 

information about school board policy developments than a frontline early career educator. 
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Teachers’ colleges 

 

Registered teachers who work in the public and private sector in primary and secondary schools 

must be accredited by a municipal, state, provincial or national government agency. These bodies 

only validate teaching qualifications from recognized institutions. A specialist Bachelor of 

Education Degree completed in the home state qualifies most graduates if they pass core units 

such as ‘Pedagogy Practicum 101’ and ‘Assessment Design 101’  as classic examples. 

 

The requirement for state registered teachers to complete a mandatory training program may 

create a cycle of indoctrination that is beyond the control of teachers. Teachers are indoctrinated 

by teachers’ colleges who groom them to impart a mode of pedagogy and curriculum on those 

whom they teach. Taking a step back and reviewing this cycle, one could argue that the student 

teacher has already been indoctrinated during their primary and secondary schooling years. The 

nature and degree of this experience may vary by context. This sketch illustrates this cycle.  

State Public High School System indoctrinates student John Doe              State Teacher’s 

College Indoctrinates John Doe how to become a public school teacher          John Doe 

indoctrinates High School matriculation student Jane Doll.                Jane Doll matriculates 

from high school and works as a private nanny. She unwittingly indoctrinates preschool children.   

             Cycle repeats when the preschool children start elementary school. 
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Case study Hong Kong teachers 

 

A mass protest in Hong Kong in 2012 was coordinated by teachers, parents and other supporters 

who rejected the Chinese Government’s plan to implement a patriotic national curriculum in 

Hong Kong. Hong Kong is an interesting case study. This province is a Special Administrative 

Region of the People’s Republic of China. Figure 23 is a media image extract of this strike. 

 

 

This Hong Kong case study highlights three important principles about indoctrination in the 

education system. Teaching staff may be aware that government designed curriculum aims to 

indoctrinate students. Furthermore, they may actively resist toxic indoctrination. Finally, this 

case study illustrates how teaching experiences vary by context. Public sector strikes are illegal 

in Mainland China. Strikes sometimes occur in Hong Kong as it is a Special Administrative Region. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Teachers 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 7  Curriculum Tone  

 

This chapter briefly explores ways that educators may indoctrinate students via their use of tone 

in learning settings. There are two aspects to a teacher’s tone, i.e. the style in which they deliver 

academic content. The first element refers to the demeanor of their spoken words, body 

language and personal conduct. The second aspect refers to the presentation style of teaching 

content such books and lecture slides that academic staff prepare and embed into curricula. 

 

The indoctrination of students invariably employs teaching styles that are: 

 

 Instructive or demanding as opposed to using requesting, courteous language; 
 

 Covertly or overtly tells students that the teacher and education system are all-knowing; 
 

 Advises students to accept all material taught as being absolute matters of fact; 
 

 Does not encourage students to find and express views that contradict the curriculum. 
 

Instructive and authoritarian styles are more common in teaching settings such as: 

 

 Religious seminaries that do not permit the discussion of so-called heretical views; 
 

 Military induction colleges that train personnel to execute all orders from higher ranks; 
 

 Schools that train registered professionals who must abide by industry codes of practice. 

 

The following syntax strings are examples of instructive language: 

 

“Cadets must conform to this requirement”; “Trainees shall select one option”; “Scholars are not 

permitted to appeal their grade”; “Your course advisor will select your electives on your behalf”.  
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Case study Martial society 

 

Those interested in pursuing a military career can learn much about the tone and format style of 

military college lectures prior to visiting a local defense recruiting office. All military recruits 

undertake some form of classroom training upon enlistment, including graduates. Figure 24 is 

indicative of the many authentic online sources that display interesting military college seminars.  

 

 

 

The military society is a classic case of an organization that is partially distinct from the society 

that it aims to support and defend. The norms of military colleges diverge from civilian colleges 

to some degree. The armed forces are a disciplinary, hierarchical institution. A lecturer may be 

authorized to yell at students and address them by their last name if they are distracting the 

lecturer. This neutral claim is merely the opinion of this author. Military college culture may vary 

by context. May you conduct your own research and draw on your own free-willed conclusions. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Tone 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 8  Curriculum Transparency  

 

This chapter briefly compares the ways that unique educational contexts display different 

degrees of transparency in their administration and assessment procedures. The adjective 

‘transparency’ refers to openness and accountability. An institution that is transparent avoids 

unnecessary secrecy. It may only withhold information that is genuinely required to protect a 

person’s or institution’s privacy or to comply with local or national laws. 

 

Educational institutions that aim to avoid indoctrination practices are more likely to maximize 

transparency. Examples of information that an educational institution may opt to publish are: 

 

 The objective examination criteria and scoring matrix used to grade assessments; 

 The qualifications and the register-of-interests of academic staff; 

 The formulae used to admit or reject applicants for competitive programs; 

 Agreements with stakeholders such as campus bookshops and government agencies. 

 

The processes used to grade academic assessments are a classic example of contentious issues 

that fall under the umbrella of academic transparency. Assessment grading is a high-stakes 

activity. Students who repeatedly fail may be expelled from an academy. Students who achieve 

top marks may qualify for prestigious, generous scholarships.  An institute that aims to be fully 

transparent usually provides written comments and a grading matrix to justify the grade 

awarded. Figure 25 overleaf is a simple example of an assessment grading matrix. Most 

transparent academies permit students to meet the lecturer to discuss their grade and feedback. 

The may allow students to lodge an academic appeal in cases where their grievance is legitimate. 
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Rubric for Class Participation, History, S. Ambrose 
 

Grading for Class Participation – Student: John Doe 
 

 A (18-20 points) 

 

B (16-17 points) 

 

C (14-15 points) 

 

D/R 

Frequency  

 

and  

 

Quality  

Attends class 
regularly and 
always contributes 
to the discussion 
by raising 
thoughtful 
questions, 
analyzing relevant 
issues, building on 
others’ ideas, 
synthesizing across 
readings and 
discussions, 
expanding the 
class’ perspective, 
and appropriately 
challenging 
assumptions and 
perspectives 

 

Attends class 
regularly and 
sometimes 
contributes to the 
discussion in the 
aforementioned 
ways.  

Attends class 
regularly but rarely 
contributes to the 
discussion in the 
aforementioned 
ways. 

 

 

 

Attends class 
regularly but 
never contributes 
to the discussion 
in the 
aforementioned 
ways.  

 

Source: Eberly Center for Teaching Excellence, Carnegie Mellon University (2019) 
 

 

Teacher’s comments (illustration purposes) Grade awarded: C  – 14/20. 

 

Simon, my tutorial notes show that you attended every tutorial. This accounts for the bulk of the 
credit awarded. During the semester, you spoke twice in class. You spoke once in week 7 (Your 
question about Foucault) and once in week 12 (Your Question about library databases). In both 
cases, you limited your oral contribution to a brief single question. In most cases, students earn 
higher credit by offering well-informed opinions and feedback in class that clearly shows that 
they have engaged with the set readings prior to attending the tutorial.  

                   Dr Jane Doe, Tutor  
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Case study IELTS academic fraud and human trafficking 
 

The International English Language Testing System is notorious for its secrecy and very high 

repeat failure rates (e.g. SBS, 2018). In 2017, its Australian arm, IDP Education, paid CEO Andrew 

Barkla AUD16.5 million dollars in benefits. Much of this salary was earned via sales from Indian 

and Chinese international students who repeatedly failed rigged IELTS exams after graduation. 

 
 

IELTS’s phony curriculum deliberately sets test-takers up to fail to maximize profits from repeat 

sales. It also secretly manages skilled migration quotas for Australia and Canada (Jericho, 2018). 

 

Students must pay IELTS a fee to learn why they are repeatedly failing the subjective writing test 

by half a mark.  As stated by IELTS client Neha, who holds two Australian Masters Degrees: 

I paid $50 [to IDP] to get feedback on my writing performance and I was told everything 
with my writing was fine except a little bit of punctuation,” she says. “If it’s just 
punctuation, you can't give me just 6- 6.5 [bands] every time?.... I think it's not fair. 

 

Australian and British public universities own the IELTS’s fake exam. The British and Australian 

Governments confer IELTS immunity from prosecution as these governments scam billions of 

dollars from international students. They publish false promises that these students can migrate 

after graduation. Both governments use IELTS as a proxy to expel these graduates. They claim 

that these international student graduates cannot speak English and are not eligible for skilled 

migrant visas. Most international students are expelled from the host country after graduation. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Transparency 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 9  Curriculum Thinkers  

 

This chapter briefly explores the ways that different educational contexts can promote or stifle 

freedom-of-thought and critical-thinking. Freedom-of-thought means that an individual or 

collective may reflect on any matter as they wish. They may also seek out a range of views on any 

issue. It is exceptionally difficult  for any powerful entity to fully control a person’s free-thoughts 

if the subject of their control is ultra-determined to privately develop their own views.  

 

In the learning context, freedom-of-thought mostly relates to instructors promoting freedom-of- 

expression. Instructors overtly or covertly encourage students to explore and express a range of 

views. This monologue may be an example of an instructor promoting freedom-of-thought. 

 

Teacher: Many people think that governments who do not allow their citizens to elect       

                   Congress members are corrupt. This is one opinion among others. May you reflect 

                   on this opinion, research other perspectives, and freely form your own viewpoint.                    

 

This monologue may be an example of a statement that  is indoctrinating as it stifles free-thought. 

  

Tutor:  In seminar 2, the Lecturer-in-Charge informed us that the current government’s  

  affordable housing policies have failed on every level. This tutorial explores the  

                           reasons why this statement is true and is not worth challenging. 

 

May you freely decide if you agree that these illustration examples are accurate illustrations.  
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Critical-thinking 

  

Critical-thinkers tend to weigh the merits of a range of high-stakes matters, such as scientific 

theories and the private attitudes of people and collectives, such as religious institutes. Critical-

thinkers may evaluate multiple sets of independent scientific evidence, their own life experience 

observations and their intuitive feelings prior to finalizing a well-informed assessment. 

 

Table 3  summarizes the issues that critical-thinkers may consult prior to deciding their position. 

These issues concern bias, accidental errors, deliberate errors and misleading statements. 

Critical-thinkers may ask themselves other questions beyond these issues. Examples include: 

 

 Determining if data cited by a researcher is current or out-of-date; 

 Evaluating the qualifications of people who speak publicly about technical matters; 

 Scrutinizing the full body of a written thesis to determine if there is internal contradiction;  

 Gauging the ethics and lawfulness of methods employed by a bioscience researcher. 

 

Educators that indoctrinate students discourage critique. Most educational institutes that train 

research students encourage critical inquiry so that students may expand knowledge. Figure 27 

is an example of open-access books that explain critical-thinking tools and theory (Moon, 2008). 
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Case study Marxist studies in China 

 

Dozens of public universities in China have a specialist department and/or research center that 

are dedicated to Marxist studies. The images below are illustration examples. 

 

 

The existence of dedicated Marxist studies spaces in China does not translate to Western 

countries. For example, there are no public university equivalents in New Zealand or Australia.  

 

Critical-thinkers may opt to dwell on the Chinese experience. Issues for reflection may include: 

 

 Investigating the reason/s for the popularity of this dedicated specialization in China; 

 Determining if  the number of specialist centers in China is stable, growing or declining. 

 

Do the text and images on this page overtly or covertly portray Marxism studies in a positive, 

negative or neutral light? Do you prefer to use a different word to express your conclusion? 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Thinkers 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 10  Curriculum Triumph  
 

This chapter briefly explores the ways that various educational contexts can foster or undermine 

student empowerment and the betterment of society-at-large. Alternative viewpoints explored 

in this chapter are inherently ideological. The role of educational institutions – in specific and 

general contexts is inevitably a deeply personal matter in most peoples’ minds. 

 

Some individuals and institutions argue that the role of educational institutions is to empower 

the student. Putting students’ needs first always benefits society, as it profits from a well-

educated population who can employ their knowledge in the work sector. Others argue that 

educational institutions should put the needs of society first. Sometimes good policy decisions 

clash with the desires of certain citizens. For example, some nations with religious constitutions 

may mandate that a full-time public religious education is mandatory for all citizens aged under 

16 years of age even if this goes against the will of the student or their guardians.  

 

These arguments are not mutually exclusive. Educational institutions may be able to balance the 

needs of the student and society, which may overlap in most cases. Masses of empowered, free-

willed students creates a prosperous society, and vice versa. According to this middle view. 

 

Educational institutions that aim to indoctrinate students invariably place the agenda of an entity 

at the forefront of their priorities. Large foundations who fund private colleges are an example 

of stakeholders who may exert strong or full control over a school’s agenda in certain contexts. 
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Case study Free Schools                                               

 

The concept of the free school is not new. The Free School Movement that emerged in the 1960s 

in America aimed to create an education model that empowered alternative, independent 

schools to experiment with a new management and curriculum delivery model that was distinct 

from mainstream schools such as religious school systems and public school systems.  

 

The notion of maximizing freedom of choice is central to this model. Freedom of choice exists in 

most schools in America and other countries to varying degrees. For example, senior high school 

students may normally choose elective courses. Elementary school students may choose to write 

about almost any topic when they are instructed to write a reflective creative writing essay. 

 

Examples of novel differences between free schools and mainstream schools are: 

 

 There is no fixed time table during the day beyond the 9am start and 4pm finish; 
 

 Students may drop/start courses midterm if this suits their evolving needs; 
 

 Teachers author individual, optional assessments that are customized for each student; 
 

 There is no mandatory dress code for students and staff. 

 

The policies and curricula of free schools may vary by context. Free school websites are easy to 

find via search engines. The web address for Brooklyn Free School, New York City (2019) is 

included in the references section of this document for illustration purposes. This school teaches 

pupils aged 3 to 18. This school does not conduct mandatory tests. It does not grade students. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Triumph 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part 11  Curriculum Conclusion  

 

Discussions in this book provide an overview of core 

topics that relate to curriculum design and delivery. It 

explores the ways that the education system may 

promote or resist the indoctrination of pupils that is       

rampant in certain educational settings in many nations.  

 

The experiences of school management, educators and students may vary widely by context. The 

experiences of a 28-year old military college student in an urban center may contrast starkly to 

those of a ten-year old child enrolled in a private religious school in a small remote township.  

 

This book aimed to explore core issues about educational indoctrination and freedoms from a 

neutral perspective. The inclusion of the original non-dichotomy template strives to empower 

readers to explore issues beyond false dichotomies that overly simplify competing alternatives. 

 

It is inevitable that the personal experiences and subconscious biases of the author are found in 

this book in at least one passage. I strongly encourage critical-thinking, free-willed individuals to 

evaluate this book with an open-mind and form their own enriched interpretations. May the tools 

and debates in this book empower you to complete this exciting journey. I wish you high success. 

 

 

                                 –  –  –   
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Case study Specialist degrees 

 

Courses taught at institutes of technology in the Indian subcontinent offer a broader curriculum 

than courses with identical names in most other countries. An Engineering bachelor’s degree at 

the Indian Institute of Technology comprises around 55 coursework units over a 4-year period. 

The same degree at British, Australian and New Zealand universities lasts 3 years and averages 

about 24 subjects that relate to math, science, computing and engineering.  

 

Figure 30 is from a prospectus for the Bachelor or Engineering Degree at the Indian Institute of 

Technology, Delhi. Foundation courses in humanities and social sciences are compulsory.  

 

 
 

Some critics of the British three-year Degree model argue that undergraduate professional 

courses are too brief and narrow. The absence of courses that analyze the profession from a 

social sciences and sociological perspective do not equip graduates with the critical inquiry skills 

required to evaluate the history of their profession and the contribution that skilled workers in 

their field offer to society. These critics claim that elites who control the organization of society 

aim to create a submissive professional class that obediently follow industry practice codes. 
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End of chapter review: Curriculum – Conclusion 

 

 
 

Question 
 

 

Yes or No  
or your own answer 

 
 

1. 
 

Did you understand most of the content in this chapter? 
 

 

 

2. 
 

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal 

agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to 

think and/or act in a certain way? 

 

If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make 

a note in the space under this box, or in another space of 

agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other 

comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries. 
 

 

 

3. 
 

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan 

to investigate in the future. 

 

 

 

 

Your free-willed thoughts and notes 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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